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What minor plate is the smallest - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › â€¦ › Earth Sciences › Geophysics › Plate Tectonics
What is the smallest minor plate? Caribbean plate What are the eight minor plates?
There are 41 minor plates so good luck with that What is the smallest tectonic ...

What is the smallest minor tectonic plate? | ChaCha
www.chacha.com/question/what-is-the-smallest-minor-tectonic-plate
Apr 16, 2009 · What is the smallest minor tectonic plate? ChaCha Answer: The
smallest tectonic plate is the Explorer microplate at 18,400 sq km.

What minor plate is the smallest!??! science?
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091001181549AARBYmS
3 posts · 2 total answers · Published Oct 01, 2009
Oct 01, 2009 · the smallest but the minur plates o and can u see if this right list the
seven major plates. 1...

What minor plate is the smallest? | ChaCha
www.chacha.com/question/what-minor-plate-is-the-smallest
Nov 01, 2011 · What minor plate is the smallest? ChaCha Answer: The smallest
tectonic plate is the Explorer microplate at 18,400 sq km. ChaCha!

What is the smallest tectonic plate - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Science › Earth Sciences
The Galapagos microplate at 12,000 square kilometers, is the smallest tectonic plate.

SFT--Tectonic plates - Los Alamos National Laboratory
www.ees1.lanl.gov/Wohletz/SFT-Tectonics.htm
... (79%) corresponds to major plates, having an equivalent diameter of 9700 km. The
largest plates form a minor ... exception of the smallest have positive ...

WHAT ARE EIGHT MINOR PLATES - ogooaef â€” Another ...
ogooaef.edublogs.org/2012/01/17/what-are-eight-minor-plates
1. 2. What are 8 minor tectonic plates â€“ The Q&amp-A wiki By minor, it means
small. Here are some small/minor plates. The Cocos Plate, Juan de Fuca, Anatolian ...

Tectonic Plates - Franklin Institute
www.fi.edu/fellows/fellow4/nov98/projects/tectonic.htm
There are twenty plates, but the seven major tectonic plates are, largest to smallest:
Pacific, Eurasian, African, American (North), Antarctic, American ...
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